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Blurb: 
 

I hoped the Nazis would be defeated. And they were. I hoped the war would be over. And it was. I 
hoped we would be safe. But we aren't. Soon continues the incredibly moving story of Felix, a    
Jewish boy still struggling to survive in the wake of the liberation of Poland after the end of World 
War Two.  

Lamont Review 
 

When is a war really over? 
 

We understand a little more about this question through this wonderful new instalment in the        
incredible Once series.  
 

Felix and his friend Gabriek are surviving the harsh reality of life in post-war Poland, where gangs are 
trying to rid Poland of people from other countries.  Food is scarce, living conditions are abhorrent 
and Felix’s desire to help others often seems hopeless. 
 

The Nazis may be defeated but is there anything worthwhile left to live for? Can life ever be anything 
like normal again? 
 

A great new book that can be read by anyone from 10 to 90, although there are some troubling 
scenes that would make it best presented in a group or class situation for upper primary students. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Primary Fiction 
Book of the Month 



Fox Swift and The Golden Boot 
By David Lawrence with Cyril Rioli and Illustrated by Jo Gill 
Publisher: Slattery Media Group 
ISBN 9780992379186 
$16.95 

Lamont Review: 
 
Fox’s adventures this time see him visiting the Tiwi Islands, his local rep team beating the state 
metro football side, winning the local grand final by 20 goals (and kicking 6 goals) and finding 
the legendary golden boot gold nugget to save his friend Mo’s farm. 
 
They also uncover the underhanded Miles Winter’s plot to reduce the value of local farms and 
then buy them up from their struggling owners. 
 
Enough adventure for a great new story, but throw in mateship, teamwork, assistance with 
footy drills and expert advice from the wonderful Cyril Rioli, and we have a book that will    
impress most young sports lovers. 
 
Full of quirky illustrations and many hilarious situations, this will best suit readers 9-14. 
 

 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Blurb: 
 

Fox Swift and his ragtag team of Diggers are ready for another adventure-filled year of fun, footy 
and friendship. This year Fox and his family holiday in the Tiwi Islands, Miles Winter claims to have 
changed his evil ways and Fox’s younger brother Chase is made captain of the Davinal Under 11’s! 
All the favourite characters from the first two seasons return and the Diggers have a new recruit- a 
speedy half back flanker Muslim boy called Aslam Khan. Once again the book is filled with Jo Gill’s 
hilarious drawings, Cyril’s footy drills and tips, and a quirky footy dictionary. 

July 2015 
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Triple Magic: TrickStars 1 
By Karen Wood 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781743319055 
$9.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Ruby, Lexie and Kit are identical triplets who live on a vegetable farm with their Mum and 
Grandfather (Grampy). 
 

Life is tough and the girls are expected to pitch in and help work on the farm.  
 

The farm’s three horses each have a special bond with the girls. They girls all love to ride and 
they dream of being able to do tricks on their horses. 
 

Ruby’s inquisitive nature leads to the discovery of the family’s secret horse loving background 
and the girls feel a connection with their fortune telling, deceased grandmother. But can the 
girls convince Grampy to let them follow in the family tradition? 
 

This is a lovely story about family relationships, the past, and letting go as well as following 
your dreams. 
 

Middle primary girls will love this new series and will be eager to get their hands on the next 
one! 
 

Reviewed by Sam 

Blurb: 
 

Book 1 in an exciting series featuring fantastic trick-riding triplets from the creator of      
Diamond Spirit. 
 

Ruby and her sisters dream of a life far from Windara Farm, performing spectacular tricks 
on their beautiful gypsy cob horses. Then Ruby discovers an old trunk in the stable loft, full 
of family secrets and a touch of magic. Why has Grampy kept the past hidden for so long? 
Will he allow the triplets to follow in the stirrups of their ancestors? 

July 2015 
Primary Fiction 



Lamont Review: 
 
This is a wonderful new series that rugby and sports fans are going to love. 
 
It is the story of Sione and Daniel, two very different boys, each with their own dreams to play 
rugby for Australia, and getting picked for the rep team could be the start of this. 
 
Daniel goes to a private school and has extreme confidence in himself, whilst Sione is a very 
quiet, unassuming boy who has struggled just to make it on the rep team trip at all. Can they 
overcome these differences and have success as a team? 
 
With Izzy Folau as the coach and mentor of the rep team, the boys are all sure to gain valuable 
lessons, both on an off the field. His quiet and assured way with the boys is fantastic, and this 
series is sure to be a hit with middle to senior primary students. 
 

 

Reviewed by Sam 

Blurb: 
 

Daniel and Sione have been given the chance of a lifetime to be coached by Australian rugby 
union star, Israel Folau. But can they make it count? While Daniel and Sione come from very 
different backgrounds, they both eat, sleep and breathe rugby union. When they are selected 
for a junior representative rugby team, Daniel and Sione's worlds collide. At first, the boys are 
awestruck by Izzy, but soon they see him as a friend. Unfortunately, things on the field don't go 
as smoothly. Will Daniel and Sione learn how to adapt to their new team? Or will their big 
break turn into a missed opportunity? 

July 2015 
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Chance of a Lifetime: Izzy Folau 1 
By David Harding with Israel Folau  
Publisher: Random House 
ISBN: 9780857986610 
$14.99 



Maxi and the Magical Money Tree 
By Tiffiny Hall 
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN 9780732299927 
$14.99 

Lamont Review  
 

When Maxi’s family rent a run down old house in a wealthy suburb, and their Dad teaches at 
her school, how can she hope to fit in? 
 

Maxi doesn’t mind too much, unlike her older sister Fleur, but it would be nice not to be 
picked on all the time. Having pet lizards doesn’t help the cause. But could all this change with 
the discovery of a real money tree growing in their basement? 
 

Maxi wants to use the ever blossoming money, mostly for good, but Fleur goes on a mad 
spending spree. Surely their secret will be discovered! 
 

An intriguing look at how money can change people’s lives and whether money really can buy 
happiness. 
 

A good read for middle to upper primary students. 

 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

 

Blurb: 
 

What would you do if you found a money tree in your house? An intriguing concept explored with 
great humour and verve, by the author of the Roxy Ran series, Tiffiny Hall.  Maxine Edwards is used 
to insects climbing between the floorboards in her family’s run-down house, but she is very           
surprised when she discovers banknotes creeping through the cracks into her bedroom. Where has 
the money come from and who does it belong to? The answer to the mystery lies somewhere in the 
house, but in the meantime, what is Maxi to do with this money? And by taking just one note, the 
trouble begins. 
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Molly and Pim and the Millions of Stars 
By Martine Murray 
Publisher: Text Publishing 
ISBN 9781925240085 
$14.99 

Lamont Review  
 
Molly has an unusual life. Her Dad and her brothers are far away and her Mum makes      
potions from herbs that she collects.  
 
Molly is torn between wanting to be normal like her friend Ellen, while also being interested 
in the inquisitive Pim who doesn’t quite fit in either. 
 
When a series of disasters strike, Molly realises that being true to yourself is more important 
that anything and that love comes in many strange and mysterious ways.  
 
This story is whimsical, quirky and thoroughly entertaining, full of wonderful characters and 
with a gentle wisdom that says our friends love us for who we are and we should celebrate 
the differences in every person as it makes the world a much more interesting place.  A        
wonderful book of love and friendship.  
 
Will be most enjoyed by girls Year 5 and up, as well as confident Year 4 readers. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 
 

Molly's mother is not like other mothers: she rides a yellow bike and collects herbs and makes    
potions, perhaps even magical potions. Molly wants to be normal, like her friend Ellen, and watch 
television and eat food that comes in packets. But when Molly's mother accidentally turns herself 
into a tree, Molly turns to the strange and wonderful Pim for help. And as they look for a way to 
rescue her mother, Molly discovers how to be happy with the oddness in her life. Martine Murray's 
new illustrated middle-grade novel Molly and Pim and the Millions of Stars is a whimsical story 
about friendship and individuality and learning to see the freshness and wonder in the world.  
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Flat Stanley The Australian Boomerang Bonanza 
By J. Greenhut 
Publisher: Hardie Grant Egmont 
ISBN 9781405272490   
$9.95 

July 2015 
Primary Fiction 

Blurb: 
 

G'day, Stanley! Flat Stanley and his brother Arthur have just won a trip to Australia! They 
fly down under on a private jet and go diving in the Great Barrier Reef. But when Arthur 
launches him into the air for a game of boomerang, Stanley is accidentally sent spinning off 
into the heart of the Australian outback!   

Lamont Review 
 

Flat Stanley and his brother Arthur find themselves in Australia after winning a competition 
from an Australian cereal company, Kanga Roos. 
 

They head off, without their parents, on a wonderful adventure that sees them taking in 
many of the tourist attractions that Australia has to offer, while also learning some of the 
Aussie ‘rhyming slang’ that their mother told them about. 
 

The boys both feel responsible for looking after each other. Arthur for looking after Stanley, 
given the complications that he has because he is flat, and Stanley for Arthur because     
Stanley is older and more experienced in travel. So when Flat Stanley’s biggest issue, the 
wind, sees him being whisked off to the outback, both boys feel guilty about leaving each 
other. 
 

Can they find each other in time and what other surprise will arise from their adventure? 
 

A fun, adventurous read about family connections, that junior to middle primary students 
are sure to enjoy. 
 

Reviewed by Sam 
 



Helix and The Arrival 
By Damean Posner 
Publisher: Random House 
ISBN 9780857986535 
$15.99 

July 2015 
Primary Fiction 

Blurb: 
 

Hi, I'm Helix. I'm twelve years old and the worst caveman-to-be that Rockfall has ever seen. I'm 
even less cavemanly than my lazy bonehead brother, whose hobby is grooming his nose hair. It's 
almost time for my Arrival. I'll be expected to disappear into the woods and return with something 
big, dangerous or rare - preferably all three. My best friend Ug is preparing for his Arrival too. He 
has the strength of a hungry rhinovore so he will no doubt bring back something impressive. And 
our friend Saleeka would pass with flying colours, except girls aren't allowed to take the test - a rule 
that makes her angrier than a sabre-tooth. But me? I can't even lift a club above my shoulder.    
Banishment to the Dark Side, here I come . . .  

Lamont Review 
 
Helix is small, fast and inquisitive. Ug is big, strong and can swing a club with ease. They are both   
preparing for their “Arrival” - a coming of age ritual.  Their friend Saleeka is strong and determined— 
too bad girls can’t be cave men! 
 
This is a story of growing up, facing your fears and learning to be true to who you really are and not 
what everyone else expects you to be.  
 
It is also a story about not being afraid of change.  Helix learns that sometimes you need to ask   
questions about the stories in your life. 
 
A perfect book for your Year 5 & 6’s who are facing the change to high school and growing up.  
 
Reviewed by Michelle 
 


